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akes Lp(E,X) a Frechet space. We use the definition of [4] for a Frechet space to have R -N property. E = K, we denote Lp (E,v) by Lp(v) and the corresponding norm by II-||p.
THEOREM. -Suppose E is a Frechet space mth R -N property and (Y,(B,iQ a non-trivial positive measure space. Then L (E,v)
has R -N property for 1 < p < °°. Proof. -Using ( [3] , Theorem 5 (iv)) it is sufficient to prove the R -N property for every separable closed subspace; this means we can assume that E is separable ( [3] , Theorem 5). Let (X, "U, X) be a finite measure space, /x: ^U->Lp(E,v) a measure of finite variation (i.e., V?, the variation of ^ relative to Np ^ is finite, [4] ), absolutely continuous with respect to X. Assume first that v(Y) < oo and let X x v be the product of X and v on the aalgebra "U x tf3.
For an AGZl.BEtfS, define o;(A x B) = /^i(A) dvC E (since ^(Y) < oo, P,(^(A)) E 4^), Vf, implies P,(/i(A)) E L^)). Take results we see that co can be uniquely extended to a finitely additive set function oj: 6 -> E, 6 being the algebra generated by {A 
